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WESTERN CURRENCY FACILITY
FORT WORTH. TEXAS

1991

Looking Back, You are there: 
Former SPMC President Recalls the Day
They Opened The Money Plant's Doors

By Frank Clark
Above: Souvenir engraving of a birds-
eye view of the Western Currency
Facility presented to members of the
opening public tours. T HE BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING'S NEW

Western Currency Facility was dedicated on April 26, 1991. This
was reported in the local press, and it was announced that the plant
would be open to the public for tours only on May 15-18. A limited

number of free tickets would be available on a "first come, first served" basis at
the Amon G. Carter Exhibit Hall in Forth Worth on May 7-10. I was happy to
see this, since I had heard earlier that the facility would not be open to the pub-
lic for any tours.

On May 7, I drove to Fort Worth to pick up some tickets for me and
some friends. Each ticket measures 4.75 by 3 inches. Each day's ticket was a
different color. The colors are: 
Editor's note: The BEP's Western Currency Printing Plant at Fort Worth recently
opened its new Visitor's Center/Museum, permitting the public to come "up close" to
its "product," and the history and lore of U.S. paper money. To celebrate the occasion,
Paper Money is running this special section on the plant, beginning with a 1990 develop-
mental look at the facility-to-be by Editor Fred Reed, continuing with a 1991 "first
look" first-person visit made by SPMC President-to-be Frank Clark when the facility
was finally opened for public inspection, and culminating with an update by SPMC
member Bob Korver, who was a consultant to the Visitor Center/Museum project.
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The United States Department of the Treasury
Bureau of Engraving and Printing

WESTERN CURRENCY FACILITY

Fort Worth, Texas

PUBLIC
TOUR Admission ONLY by Shuttle Bus boarded at

McLeroy Blvd. and Blue Mound Rd. (Rt.156)
(SEE REVERSE SIDE)

Wednesday, May 15 light orange Friday, May 17 	 yellow
Thursday, May 16 green 	 Saturday, May 18 pink
The printing on the ticket is in black. The face of the ticket reads:
The United States Department of the Treasury // Bureau of Engraving

and Printing // Western Currency Facility // Fort Worth, Texas
Public // Tour // Admission ONLY by shuttle bus boarded at McLeroy Blvd.
and Blue Mound Rd. (Rt. 156) // (See Reverse Side). Also, on the face of the
ticket is the Department of the Treasury Seal with a vignette of the Western
Currency Facility.

The back of the ticket shows a map where one should park and where the
Western Facility is located. The back also reads: ''This ticket admits one person
to the shuttle bus on day and date between the time of (from the hour to 45
minutes past the hour). Cameras and weapons of any kind are prohibited."

Souvenir ticket used as admittance to
the first public tours of the BEP
Western Currency Facility a decade
ago. The facility recently threw open
its doors once again for public tours.

YOU Can Make a Difference
All SPMC members received two of the new color
recruiting brochures in their July/August issue of Paper
Money, so that each of you can easily sign up two new
members (or give gift memberships) & win a vintage BEP
or ABNCo souvenir card as our thanks for your efforts.

But there's more at stake here ..
Clearly put, more members = more $$$$$ in dues.
More $$$$$ in the treasury = more benefits (like the
32-page bonus sections in the March/April,
July/August and November/December issues of Paper
Money. So do your part now; YOU'LL enjoy a double win! 



KS

This Ticket admits ONE PERSON
to the shuttle bus on

FRIDAY
MAY 17, 1991

between the time of
(McLeroy Blvd.)	 11:00 a.m. - 11:45 atn

cameras and weapons
of any kind are
PROHIBI FED
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It was reported on television that 12,000 tickets were available and that
the tickets were gone by May 8th.

On the appointed day we began our trip. First, we had to go to Saginaw
Airport (now Alliance Airport) in northwest Fort Worth to board the shuttle
bus. As we entered the staging area we turned in our admission tickets. The
attendant handed me an instruction sheet. Other attendants directed us where
to park. We hopped on the shuttle bus that took us to the Western Currency
Facility. This was a couple of miles north on Blue Mound Road.

The plant sits up on a hill on the east side of the road. It is surrounded by
a double storm fence topped with barbed wire. The guard at the gate signaled
for our bus to come through, and we parked near the courtyard where three
flags were flying: U.S., Texas and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The
tour guide mentioned that the BEP flag cost $2,500. It was also noted that a
few BEP employees from Washington, DC had come to Fort Worth to be
guides and help out, but all other guides had other regular positions at the
facility.

After we disembarked from the bus, our group assembled in the lobby,
where a huge Treasury Shield occupies most of the floor. There was an exhibit

Souvenir ticket back with map of the
access to the facility via shuttle bus.

just off the lobby that showed currency from 1661 in Sweden, through earlier
times in U.S. history up to the present at the Western Currency Facility in
Fort Worth. Then we proceeded through a metal detector and into a high-
security production area.

The first sight in the production area were pallets of 10,000 sheets of cur-
rency paper. Each sheet is made of 75 percent linen and 25 percent cotton.
Also, off to the right was a storage area for barrels of ink.

Right behind the pallets of paper were the currency presses. Backs are
printed first; there are 32 notes to a sheet. Since currency is printed by the
intaglio method there was a very appropriate demonstration of the intaglio
method with a face printing plate revolving around a cylinder. There was also
a display of tools needed to engrave a master-die. Printing plates created from
the master-dies last two months. A pressman allowed visitors to feel the raised
lines of intaglio printing on a finished sheet of currency.

After printing the backs, the sheets are stored in a caged area so the
green ink can dry. This takes about two days. After the ink dries, a workman
takes a handful of sheets to a vibrating table where the workman handles the
sheets in such a way as to keep the sheets from sticking to each other. There
are several of these vibrating tables.

The next step is to print the black ink on the face of the notes. When
this is done the notes are again stored for the ink to dry. This printing adds the
minute "FW" to the left of the lower right-hand plate number to designate
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Commemorative cachet sold as
souvenirs of the tour.

that the note was printed at the Western Currency Facility in Fort Worth.
Initially the WCF printed only $1 notes for the western U.S. Federal Reserve
Districts of Kansas City, Dallas and San Francisco. In years since other
denominations for these three districts have also been printed, as well as notes
for additional FR districts.

The next step is to cut the 32-subject sheets into two half sheets of 16
subjects. At opening there were two cutting machines and four examiners sit-
ting along each cutting machine's conveyer to check for errors. When an error
is spotted the entire sheet is pulled. The cutting machines have counters on
them, and when there is a discrepancy that cannot be resolved from the total
of half sheets that are correct plus the half sheets that are pulled, a counting
machine is employed.

This machine has a metal arm that flicks through the sheets. It also has a
digital display to show which sheet it is on. One thousand sheets can be count-
ed in seconds. This machine is also portable and can be used anywhere on the
assembly line. When error sheets are no longer needed for accounting purpos-
es they are destroyed in one of several large shredders located at several points
in the production area. The shreddings are sucked up and away in large tubes
to a common collection point that is out of sight.

At this stage of the tour there was a display of various errors that had
been pulled from the Fort Worth presses. These error sheets were quite strik-
ing. The most remarkable error was a face black ink smear that entirely cov-
ered the bottom 14 notes of a 16-note half sheet.

Next, we
were shown
three panes of
exhibits that
must have been
shipped from
Washington.
The first pane
consisted of
specimen small
size notes from
$1 to the
$ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0
denomination.
One knew the
notes were spec-

imens because they all had serial numbers consisting of zeroes. There were also
two $500,000,000 bonds dated May 17, 1955, with serial numbers "0000" and
"0001."

The second pane showed the differences in the various notes from the
time in 1929 when the United States converted from large size to the present,
small size currency. The third pane showed both sides of large size Gold
Certificates from $20 through the $10,000 denominations. The faces of the
notes did not have serial numbers, and may have been uniface

After the exhibits, our group passed near a group of workmen who were
using a big cutting machine to cut the blue currency wrappers for packs of 100
$1 notes from large sheets. I learned that these sheets are printed by the BEP
in Washington and then shipped to the WCF in sheet form. Miscut examples
of the wrappers were being given away to the public that day.

The next stop on the tour was at the currency overprinting equipment
and packaging display. At this stage, the 16-subject sheets have the green serial
numbers, green Treasury Seal, black District Seal, and the black District
Numbers printed on the faces of the note. (Note: the new currency series with
its omni district Federal Reserve Seal has done away with this except for the
$1.) These consist of small dies that are interchangeable for whichever district
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is necessary. Two dies are used. One die is for printing on the left side of the
portrait and the other is for the printing on the right.

At the same time the serial numbers are printed to the left and right of
the portrait by two "numbering wheels" which advance themselves throughout
the printing. Several of the "numbering wheels" were displayed. Also, at this
stage the 16-subject sheets are cut into individual notes and then wrapped into
packs of 100 with the wrappers mentioned earlier.

The notes are then shrink-wrapped into "bricks" of 4,000 notes. A label is
applied to the top of the "brick" that lists the denomination, series, Federal
Reserve Bank, and the first serial number in the "brick." The notes are printed
and cut in such a fashion so that the finished notes are in numerical order. The
"bricks" are stacked on pallets and moved by a forklift to a vault. At this stage
workmen allowed the public to handle a "brick," which weighs about 8 pounds.

A "star" is used as a suffix in a note's serial number to signify that it is a
replacement note for one that was spoiled during production. These notes have
different serial numbers than the notes they are used to replace. There was one
pack of 100 $1 star notes displayed for the public.

On May 17, 1991, the author was told that the WCF had 220 employees.
There was also plenty of room for expansion of the facility, if necessary.

The last stop on the tour was a makeshift gift shop that was tucked away
along a wall leading to an emergency exit. Souvenirs had been shipped from
Washington for this four-day public tour. There were T-shirts, caps, pens, key
chains, shredded currency items, etc., for sale. Some of the T-shirts illustrated
or mentioned the WCF. After making several purchases I stepped out of the
emergency exit to walk to the bus that would take me back to my car. It was at
this time that I noticed that there was still construction going on.

It was a very enjoyable and educational trip to the plant that proclaims,
"THE BUCK STARTS HERE!"

INSURANCE F
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Your homeowners insurance is rarely enough to cover your
collectibles. We have provided economical, dependable
collectibles insurance since 1966.

• Sample collector rates: S3,000 for $14, $10,000 for $38, $25,000 for $95, $50,000 for $190, $100,000 for $278, $200,000 for
541 8. Above S200,000, rate is 51.40 per $1,000.

• Our insurance carrier is AM Best's rated A+ (Superior).
•We insure paper money, paper ephemera, manuscripts, books, autographs and scores of other collectibles. "One-stop" service

for practically everything you collect.
• Replacement value. We use expert/professional help valuing collectible losses. Consumer friendly service: Our office handles your

loss 	 you won't deal with a big insurer who doesn't know collectibles.
• Detailed inventory and/or professional appraisal not required. Collectors list items over $5,000, dealers no listing required.
• See our website (or call, fax, e-mail us) for full infonuation, including standard exclusions.

Collectibles Insurance Agency
P.O. Box 1200-PM • Westminster MD 21158 	 mom
E-Mail: info@insurecollectibles.com 	 VISA

Call Toll Free:1-888-837-9537 • Fax: (410) 876-9233
More Info? Need A Rate Quote?
Visit: www.collectinsure.com

See the online
application and

rate quote forms
on our website
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